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Preface

Fuel cell and hydrogen technologies are maturing at a steady pace. The initial
hype, a couple of years after the hydrogen and fuel cell movement was born, has
now passed. The first bus and vehicle demonstration projects have come to an
end and the industry is on the verge of launching a new generation of products,
such as improved fuel cell buses, cars, forklift trucks, combined heat and power
units and small-scale hydrogen production devices that need to stand the test
of customer acceptance.
As this industry matures it also becomes more organised. Since June 2007 it has
been embedded in the R&D organisation throughout Europe via the Fuel Cell
and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking, a public-private partnership between almost
70 companies, 40 research organisations and the European Commission. Over
470 million euro of public money is being spent on R&D activities. In addition,
more than 14 Member States have set up R&D programmes with a net worth of
over 1.8 billion euro over the next few years. Commercial introduction of vehicles
is expected to happen towards the end of the next decade, but a lot of fuel cell
applications will hit the market before then.
Advances are also being made with respect to hydrogen production and distribution. The industry is improving its capability of small-scale, ‘distributed’
hydrogen generation. Units are becoming smaller, cheaper and more efficient.
The vision to move first via predominantly ‘clean’ hydrogen production towards
predominantly ‘green’ hydrogen production in 20-30 years is also becoming
reality. The EU demonstration programme for CCS power plants, which starts
in 2015, will form a milestone for the production of ‘clean’ hydrogen. It will mean
a kick-start of the CCS infrastructure that can also be used for ‘clean’ hydrogen
production from biomass, coal or gas. Green hydrogen production will demonstrate its latest generation of electrolysers, with improved efficiency to produce
hydrogen from wind and solar energy. They are taking on the challenge to reduce
costs and become reliable production plants.
For the Netherlands, the set up of DutchHy is almost a logical effect of this
increased global and European activity. I would like to congratulate the founders
of this significant milestone. DutchHy will act as a stepping-stone, as this
platform will undoubtedly prove to be instrumental in developing this industry.
I hope this third Hydrogen Who-is-Who guide provides a useful tool to facilitate
cooperation in this maturing industry.
Kind regards,
Gijs van Breda Vriesman
Chairman Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking
5
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The Dutch Hydrogen Coalition:
DutchHy
Initiated by the local authorities in Amsterdam, Rotterdam and Arnhem,
11 partners have now joined forces in the Dutch Hydrogen Coalition DutchHy.
The founders share the conviction that only by joining forces can they unlock
the potential offered by hydrogen. DutchHy aims to accelerate the market introduction of hydrogen and fuel cells, both in transport and stationary applications.
DutchHy’s first priority is to define and promote demonstration projects in the
Netherlands, and to put hydrogen and fuel cells on the political agenda. Inter
national exposure will be generated, such that the potential of the Netherlands
is recognised internationally, especially under the framework of the JTI (Joint
Technology Initiative on Fuel Cells and Hydrogen).
The Netherlands has a number of assets in the field of hydrogen and fuel cells.
With respect to transport, the high traffic density and short distances make
it suitable for a hydrogen infrastructure, when compared to other countries.
Rotterdam’s large hydrogen production capacity and existing infrastructure
is another important asset. Combined with the notorious air pollution, the case
for zero-emission transport is clear. With respect to stationary power generation,
the Netherlands has the advantage of a dense natural gas infrastructure, which
can be used as the backbone for fuel-cell-based CHP units. In the future, when
this natural gas is partly substituted by biomass-based synthetic natural gas,
these CHP units can be used to generate electricity efficiently, with a low carbon
intensity.
The founding members of DutchHy are:
˘ Local authorities in Amsterdam, Rotterdam and Arnhem.
˘ NedStack and HyGear.
˘ HyTruck and APTS.
˘ Air Products and Linde.
˘ Shell.
˘ The Netherlands Energy Research Centre (ECN).
Industries, local governments and institutes that have an ambitious development plan for hydrogen and / or fuel cells, and are willing to cooperate, are
welcome to join DutchHy. Several provincial authorities and companies have
already shown an interest and are planning to join.
Contact information
Website: www.dutchh2.nl
Willemijn Pouwels (secretary)
Telephone: +31 30 6623787
E-mail: secretariaat@dutchh2.nl
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Hydrogen for sustainability

Fossil fuels

The current global energy structure is based on fossil fuel resources. Fossil
fuels combine the functions of energy source and storage medium. Conversion
technologies enable us to drive in cars, fly across the world and enjoy the comfort
of heat and electricity in our homes.
These days, cheap fossil fuels are being depleted at a high rate and the use of
these energy sources are effecting our climate and environment. In response,
technologies are being developed to increase efficiency and clean usage. The
long-term solution is to switch to renewable resources. Hydrogen, as an energy
carrier, can fulfil a unique function in providing energy from fossil-based and / or
renewable sources. It can therefore initiate the transition from our current
energy system towards a more sustainable and renewable energy system.

The current energy system in the Netherlands

Energy supplies in the Netherlands are currently based on natural gas, oil, and
coal. The natural gas is mainly extracted from the gas fields in the north of the
country, and oil and coal are mostly imported. We use natural gas in industry
and for the production of heat and electricity (power plants and domestic use).
Coal is dedicated to large-scale electricity production. Oil is refined to produce
transport fuels and base chemicals for the chemical industry. A substantial part
of the refined and chemical products are exported. The total energy consumption
in the Netherlands is over 3330 PJ per year (CBS 2008).
The Netherlands has a long history of developing and implementing cleaner and
more efficient energy technologies. This includes demand site reduction, which
appears to be quite effective. With a longer time horizon, renewable resources
are being developed in parallel. Wind, solar, and biomass are considered the most
viable options for the Netherlands, and these are being demonstrated and implemented. Early demonstration projects are being initiated to gain experience, as
well as to stimulate business development and social acceptance. Renewable
energy currently supplies around 3% of our energy needs (2007). Under current
EC guidelines, the government is working towards substantial growth in using
renewable resources.

Hydrogen as an energy carrier

Fossil fuels cause unhealthy emissions and damage to the environment.
At current high emission levels, we are experiencing (on a global scale)
the effects of climate change relating to CO2 emissions. We observe rising
temperatures, melting global ice mass and consequently rising sea levels.
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Energy prices have become more volatile due to increased demand, speculation,
under-investment and the depletion of cheap resources. We also see signs of
geopolitical instability relating to these problems, and thus influencing the
energy security of our supplies.
We need to change the course of events, and this can be done by developing
climate-neutral pathways: using fossil fuels in a clean and CO2 -free manner,
and developing large-scale implementation of renewable energy resources such
as solar, wind, geothermal, hydro and maritime power, and – last but not least –
biomass.
About one-third of all fossil fuels are used in the transportation sector. From this
perspective, sustainable hydrogen is promoted as it can store clean fossil-based
energy to become a ready-to-use transportation fuel. Current views predict that
future propulsion systems will probably be hydrogen / fuel cells and electricity, in
various proportions, thus using the best of both fuels in various ways. Hydrogen,
in combination with electricity, will be the main clean and CO2 -free fuel solution
for transportation in the future.
Hydrogen has been used in industry for decades. Industrial experience is now
being used to develop the required dedicated technology to use hydrogen in civil
situations. Safety aspects are being examined and new regulations are being set
up. The development of safe and affordable hydrogen technologies is the key
objective for both national and international collaborations.
Hydrogen technologies will play a significant role in the safe, clean and
sustainable energy household of the future. The Netherlands supports hydrogenrelated research, development and deployment. The transition will also create
new business opportunities. The Dutch companies, research institutes and
universities listed in this guide are interested in collaboration with both national
and international partners.
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Dutch policy on Fuel Cells
and Hydrogen
The Dutch energy policy focuses on sustainability and security of supply.
Current activities occur under the framework of energy policies known as
‘Energy Transition’ and the Energy Research Strategy (EOS).
The core of Energy Transition is formed by several Platforms consisting of
representatives from industry, government, knowledge institutes and NGOs.
Hydrogen and Fuel Cells are focal points in the Sustainable Mobility and
New Gas platforms.
A long-term Energy Research Strategy was developed back in the year 2000.
Some selected areas of research on hydrogen concern the development of
fuel cells (PEMFC and SOFC) and reformation of hydrocarbons into hydrogen.
Research projects supported under EOS include:
˘ Hydrogen production.
˘ Hydrogen (large and small-scale) storage.
˘ Hydrogen infrastructure, including Hydrogen and
CNG networks, and gas quality.
˘ Multidisciplinary projects.
Three consortia were initiated concerning PEMFC, SOFC and Hydrocarbon
Reformation. Energy Research Centre Netherlands (ECN) is responsible for
managing these consortia.
In parallel, the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Economic Affairs and
several commercial companies supported the NWO ACTS Sustainable Hydrogen
programme (Advanced Chemical Technologies for Sustainability). This focused
on pre-competitive research in chemistry and chemical technology in which
catalysis plays a pivotal role. The programme is nearly completed, and has mainly
funded research on hydrogen storage and non-technical aspects.
Further information can be found on the following websites or contact
Frank Denys at NL Agency (f.denys@senternovem.nl).
Organisation

Website

Ministry of Economic Affairs

www.ez.nl

Agentschap NL

www.agentschapnl.nl

EOS

www.senternovem.nl/eos

Energy Transition

www.energietransitie.nl

Energieonderzoek Centrum Nederland (ECN)

www.ecn.nl

Nederlandse Waterstof en Brandstofcellen Vereniging /
Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association

www.waterstofvereniging.nl

ACTS Sustainable Hydrogen program (NWO)

www.NWO.nl/ACTS

DutchHy Nationale Waterstof Coalitie

www.dutchh2.nl
13
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International hydrogen
cooperation
Dutch actors are well represented in international cooperative projects, which are
encouraged by both the Dutch government and the European Commission. Some
global cooperative activities occur under the flag of the International Energy
Agency or the IPHE (via EU membership). This cooperation focuses on research,
development, implementation, building networks, and stimulating competence
and education. The Netherlands is active in the following networks:
Organisation

Characterisation

Website

International Energy Agency

Implementing Agreement
Hydrogen

www.ieahia.org

International Energy Agency

Advanced Fuel Cells
Implementing Agreement

www.ieafuelcell.com

Joint Technology Initiative FCH

EU Fuel Cell and Hydrogen

http://ec.europa.eu/research/
fch/index_en.cfm

IPHE

Global cooperation via EU
membership

www.iphe.net

WaterstofNet

Dutch-Flemish cooperation
(Interreg)

www.waterstofnet.be

Examples of Dutch-supported transnational and international examples
of cooperation are:
˘

Bilateral: Germany (NRW), Belgium (Flanders).

˘

Transnational: Germany, Finland (ERA-NET).

˘

EU: Framework programmes (6 and 7), JTI, FCH.

˘

International: International Energy Agency.
Some projects: Integrated Systems Evaluation, Safety, Biohydrogen, PEMFC,
SOFC, Fundamental and applied H2 storage and materials development,
Small-scale reformers for on-site hydrogen supply SSR for hydrogen.

For further information about international hydrogen cooperation please contact
Frank Denys at NL Agency (f.denys@senternovem.nl).
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Dutch Hydrogen and
Fuel Cell actors
This Dutch Who-is-Who Hydrogen and Fuel Cells Guide includes a detailed list of
Dutch actors, their products and contact data. We hope this information will help
you find the right partner to develop your ideas and business further.
The Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell actors listed below have been subdivided by
expertise (see the following table).
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Category

Symbol

Hydrogen production, storage, systems, monitoring and delivery

P

Engineering, integration, application, f-cell vehicles, buses
and boats, stationary power units

E

Fuel cells, systems, electronics

F

University, research institute, education

U

Consultancy

C

NGOs, network, safety, regulations, codes and standards

N

Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell
actors sorted by expertise
P

E

Hydrogen production, storage, systems, monitoring and delivery

Page

Air Liquide

26

Air Products Nederland

27

BTG (Biomass Technology Group)

35

DeMaCo Holland

39

ECOCeramics

43

GTC Almere

53

HyGear

57

Leak Control Benelux

66

Linde Gas Benelux

67

MAGNETO special anodes

68

Proton Ventures

77

Shell Future Fuels & CO2 , Hydrogen

80

SPARQLE International

82

Techni Control International

83

Teesing

86

VéBé van Steijn

91

Engineering, integration, application, f-cell vehicles, buses and
boats, stationary power

Page

Advanced Public Transport Systems (APTS)

25

ALE (Advanced Lightweight Engineering)

28

Alewijnse Marine Technology / Fuel Cell Solutions i.o.

29

BOA Nederland

31

Bredenoord

33

Brimos

34

DutchCell

40

e-Traction Europe

46

Formula Zero

49

Fuel Cell Boat

50

GVB

54

HyET

56

Hytruck

59

NV Nedap

75

Prins Autogassytemen

76

Silent Motor Company

81

Van Hool

90
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Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell actors sorted by expertise (continued)

F

U

18

Fuel cell, systems, electronics

Page

Corus

37

ECM Technologies

42

EXENDIS

48

MXpolymers

69

NedStack Fuel Cell Technology

71

University, research institute, education

Page

Energieonderzoek Centrum Nederland (ECN)

45

Hogeschool van Arnhem en Nijmegen (HAN University)

55

Institute for Energy, Directorate-General Joint Research Centre

60

KEMA

62

Kenniscentrum Duurzaam Schip

63

Kenniscentrum Jachtbouw

64

Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific Research (TNO)

74

Technical University Delft

84

Technical University Eindhoven

85

University of Utrecht – Innovative Studies

88

Utrecht University – Debye Institute for Nanomaterials Science

89

VU University / Faculty of Sciences  /  FEW

93

Wageningen UR Agrotechnology and Food Innovations

94

C

N

Consultancy

Page

Altran

30

Cogen Projects

36

Deerns Raadgevende Ingenieurs

38

Ecofys

44

Europe’s Energy Point

47

Gasunie Engineering & Technology (GET)

51

GB4U

52

Hyserve

58

Integral

61

RAP Clean Air Products

78

The International Clean Fuels Training Institute

87

VHK (Van Holsteijn & Kemna BV)

92

NGOs, network, safety, regulations, codes and standards

Page

Brandweer Amsterdam-Amstelland

32

DutchHy Nationale Waterstof Coalitie

41

Kiwa Gastec Certification

65

Nederlandse Waterstof en Brandstofcellen Vereniging /
Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association

70

NEN (Dutch Standardisation Institute)

72

Netherlands Biohydrogen Network

73

RIVM / CEV

79
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Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell
actors sorted by alphabet
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Active party

Symbol

Advanced Public Transport Systems (APTS)

E

Page

25

Air Liquide

P

26

Air Products Nederland

P

27

ALE (Advanced Lightweight Engineering)

E

28

Alewijnse Marine Technology / Fuel Cell Solutions i.o.

E

29

Altran

C

30

BOA Nederland

E

31

Brandweer Amsterdam-Amstelland

N

32

Bredenoord

E

33

Brimos

E

34

BTG (Biomass Technology Group)

P

35

Cogen Projects

C

36

Corus

F

37

Deerns Raadgevende Ingenieurs

C

38

DeMaCo Holland

P

39

DutchCell

E

40

DutchHy Nationale Waterstof Coalitie

N

41

ECM Technologies

F

42

ECOCeramics

P

43

Ecofys

C

44

Energieonderzoek Centrum Nederland (ECN)

U

45

e-Traction Europe

E

46

Europe’s Energy Point

C

47

EXENDIS

F

48

Formula Zero

E

49

Fuel Cell Boat

E

50

Gasunie Engineering & Technology (GET)

C

51

GB4U

C

52

GTC Almere

P

53

GVB

E

54

Hogeschool van Arnhem en Nijmegen (HAN University)

U

55

HyET

E

56

HyGear

P

57

Hyserve

C

58

Hytruck

E

59

Institute for Energy, Directorate-General Joint Research Centre

U

60

Active party

Symbol

Integral

C

Page

61

KEMA

U

62

Kenniscentrum Duurzaam Schip

U

63

Kenniscentrum Jachtbouw

U

64

Kiwa Gastec Certification

N

65

Leak Control Benelux

P

66

Linde Gas Benelux

P

67

MAGNETO special anodes

P

68

MXpolymers

F

69

Nederlandse Waterstof en Brandstofcellen Vereniging /
Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association

N

70

NedStack Fuel Cell Technology

F

71

NEN (Dutch Standardisation Institute)

N

72

Netherlands Biohydrogen Network

N

73

Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific Research (TNO)

U

74

NV Nedap

E

75

Prins Autogassytemen

E

76

Proton Ventures

P

77

RAP Clean Air Products

C

78

RIVM / CEV

N

79

Shell Future Fuels & CO2 , Hydrogen

P

80

Silent Motor Company

E

81

SPARQLE International

P

82

Techni Control International

P

83

Technical University Delft

U

84

Technical University Eindhoven

U

85

Teesing

P

86

The International Clean Fuels Training Institute

C

87

University of Utrecht – Innovative Studies

U

88

Utrecht University – Debye Institute for Nanomaterials Science

U

89

Van Hool

E

90

VéBé van Steijn

P

91

VHK (Van Holsteijn & Kemna)

C

92

VU university / Faculty of Sciences / FEW

U

93

Wageningen UR Agrotechnology & Food Innovations

U

94
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Profiles

of Dutch Hydrogen
and Fuel Cell actors
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Advanced Public Transport
Systems B.V. (APTS)
Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Steenovenweg 1
5708 HN
Helmond
www.apts-phileas.com

Contact person
Telephone

Jos Jansen
+31 492 562456
+31 6 5325 8919
josjansen@apts-phileas.com

E-mail

Organisation

Advanced Public Transport Systems BV did arise from the Foundation Platform
High Quality Public Transport Eindhoven. This foundation was established in
1993. APTS has been established in 1998 and is located in Helmond in the south
of the Netherlands. APTS has 3 shareholders: VDL Bus & Coach 70%, Simac 18%
and the BOM 12%.
The core business of APTS is the development, production, after sales and
marketing of a High Quality Public Transport System named Phileas.

Products

The PHILEAS is the new generation of tramway and available in 3 length versions:
18m, 24m and 26m. The capacity of the vehicles is up to 230 people.
Easy and quick to implement as well as economical, Phileas is a long-term
solution providing sustainable urban mobility. Phileas allows municipalities
and operators to realize a tramway at a reasonable cost.
The Phileas system is: quiet, high-capacity, safe, environmentally friendly, futuristic and flexible. and will be available with different hybrid propulsion systems:
diesel, trolley and fuel cell.
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Air Liquide

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Merseyweg 10
3197 KG
Botlek-Rotterdam
www.airliquide.com

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

B.C. Vogelaar
+31 181 27 1111
+31 181 27 1100
bram.vogelaar@airliquide.com

Organisation

Founded in 1902 by Georges Claude and Paul Delorme, the Air Liquide group is
the world leader in gases for industry, health and the environment, and is present
in over 75 countries with 43,000 employees. Oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen and rare
gases have been at the core of Air Liquide’s activities since its creation.
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Air Products Nederland B.V.

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Klaprozenweg 101
1033 NN
Amsterdam
www.airproducts.nl
www.airproducts.com/H2energy

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Pim Meyboom
+31 10 296 1300
+31 10 296 1450
meyboop@airproducts.com

Products

Air Products Nederland B.V. supplies industrial gases; process, medical and
speciality gases; performance materials and selected speciality chemicals.
The company’s hydrogen portfolio includes gaseous and liquid hydrogen, storage
and transport systems, small-scale and large-scale production plants, and
engineering consultancy for the petrochemical and chemical industries, as well
as turnkey fuelling stations for the automotive market.
Air Products Nederland B.V. is part of the global organisation Air Products &
Chemicals Inc. On a global scale. Air Products participates in numerous hydrogenrelated commercial and demonstration projects in the US, Europe and, more
recently, in India.

Networks
˘
˘

Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association.
Air Products also contributes towards various European projects such as EIHP2,
HYWAYS, HYAPPROVAL and is a member of the High Level Group to advise the
EC Transport Commissioner on future mobility issues (such as fuels).

Projects
˘
˘
˘

˘

Zwijndrecht: Hydrogen, supplying apartments with heat and electricity.
BP Singapore: Hydrogen fuelling station for fuel cell cars in Singapore.
EPA / DaimlerChrysler / UPS Fuel Cell Vehicle Initiative, Michigan, USA: Hydrogen
fuelling station to power UPS vehicles.
Howaldtswerke-Deutsche Werft AG (HDW), Germany: Supply of transportable
hydrogen refuelling station and two dispensers for fuel-cell-powered
submarines.
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ALE (Advanced Lightweight
Engineering BV)
Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Rotterdamseweg 145
2628 AL
Delft
www.ale.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Jan-Jaap Koppert
+31 15 251 3430
+31 15 251 3439
koppert@ale.nl

Products

Lightweight on-board hydrogen storage tanks that are ultra lightweight,
impact resistant, gastight, and can be recycled.

Organisation

ALE is located in Delft, where it designs and develops lightweight constructions.
In 2000 ALE won the IDNL annual prize for the best innovation, and in 2003 the
company received the award for Best Composite Product for its new generation
of lightweight composite pressure vessels.
ALE now has its own private laboratory at its new location at Delft Technical
University, where new tanks are tested, certified and manufactured.
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Alewijnse Marine Technology /
Fuel Cell Solutions i.o.
Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Energieweg 46G
6541 CX
Nijmegen
www.alewijnse.nl

Scheepswervenweg 2
9608 PD
Westerbroek
www.marine-service-noord.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Moritz Krijgsman
+31 24 371 6517
+31 24 371 65 70
b.krijgsman@alewijnse.nl

Niek Koops
+31 598 319 619
+31 598 319 630
nj.koops@msholding.nl

Products

The company aims to develop, sell, install and maintain modular hybrid energy,
distribution- and consumption hydrogen fuel cell systems on board inland and
sea-going ships, logistic transport auxiliaries and shore power supplies.

Organisations

Fuel Cell Solutions (FCS) i.o. was founded by Alewijnse Marine Systems Nijmegen
and Marine Service Noord BV Westerbroek. The objective of this cooperation was
primarily to develop, construct, produce and operate the first hydrogen-driven
passenger boat. The future perspective is to design, construct and produce
vessels and other applications that use energy from hydrogen through fuel cell
technology, to supply the propulsion and auxiliary systems.
Alewijnse Marine Systems implements the electrical design of the ship: the
distribution and storage of electrical energy, the electric propulsion, bow
thrusters, electronic standby systems of the fuel cells, the automation systems
and the alarm systems. The company also includes navigation, communications
and entertainment and electrical auxiliary systems in its product range.
Marine Service Noord BV provides the mechanical design for the fuel cell module,
hydrogen storage and distribution, as well as other mechanical auxiliary systems
on board.

Networks
˘

Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Foundation.

Projects
˘
˘
˘

Fuel cell boat.
GVB Pont.
E3 Tug.
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Altran BV

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Walaardt Sacréstraat 405
1117 BM
Schiphol-Oost
www.altran.nl/sustainability

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Arjen Boesveld
+31 20 449 8390
+31 20 449 9999
sustainability@altran.nl

Products

Altran Technologies Netherlands BV consists of various departments.
The Sustainability and Hydrogen department specialises in system design,
safety, project management, feasibility studies, audits, interim management
and consultancy relating to renewable energy and hydrogen.

Organisation

Altran is today the European leader in innovation consulting.

Networks
˘

Partner of the Clinton Climate Initiative. The Altran Group consists of over
200 subsidiaries in a worldwide network.

Projects
˘

˘
˘
˘
˘
˘
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CLIMO (ongoing) – Clean and Innovative Mobility, a project to study the
feasibility of hydrogen and natural gas in transport fleets.
Autonomous sustainable island (Vlieland).
Autonomous sustainable restaurant.
Inventory of alternative transport fuels.
Hydrogen vision.
Alternative fuels in aviation.

BOA Nederland BV

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Orionstraat 26
5015 BR
Tilburg
www.boanederland.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

C. van der Gaag
+31 13 535 0625
+31 13 536 4085
sales@boanederland.nl

Products

Stainless steel hose assemblies, PTFE hose assemblies, stainless steel and rubber
expansion joints, stainless steel and bronze instrument bellows BOA Tech:
technical support in engineering and layout. BOA Log: customer-specific logistic
systems.

Organisation

BOA Nederland BV is a supplier and manufacturer of flexible piping and system
technology. BOA supplies stainless steel hoses, bellows and expansion joints for
various industrial and OEM applications.

Projects
˘

BOA Nederland BV supplies companies such as NedStack, HyGear and
Hydrogenics (B).
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Brandweer Amsterdam-Amstelland

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Weesperzijde 99
1090 AD
Amsterdam
www.brandweer.nl/amsterdam-amstelland

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Ms. drs. M.J. van Staaveren
+31 20 555 6666
+31 20 555 6862
m.vanstaaveren@brandweeraa.nl

Products

The Fire Department of Amsterdam-Amstelland provides safety advice or guidelines on the use of hydrogen in various applications. Topics may be as diverse as
spacial planning, specific events or projects and repressive actions.

Organisation

The Fire Department of Amsterdam-Amstelland has several fire-fighting tasks.
First and foremost is the actual repressive task of extinguishing fires and
controlling incidents involving hazardous materials. The fire brigade is supported
by a large number of advisors that have specific knowledge of preventing fires
and accidents. These advisors have the necessary knowledge and experience to
provide local governments with guidelines for a safer environment.

Networks
˘

NVBR – Nederlandse Vereniging voor Brandweerzorg en Rampenbestrijding.

Projects
˘

32

Development of guidelines concerning hydrogen and safety.

Bredenoord

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Zutphensestraat 319
7325 WT
Apeldoorn
www.bredenoord.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Paul Schurink
+31 55 301 85 01
+31 55 301 85 00
p.schurink@bredenoord.nl

Products and services
˘
˘
˘
˘

Generator sets 5 – 2000 kVA.
Biogas generators.
Motors.
Transformers (110V – 20V).

Organisation

Bredenoord is a leading specialist in providing mobile power solutions. We are
distinctive in our high quality standards, our service and our technical support.
Bredenoord continuously innovates to deliver smart and cost-effective energy
solutions. One of our latest innovations being the Purity, a fuel cell generator
(a Gen-set with an extremely quiet, clean process). Besides power the Purity
produces only water and heat with absolutely no soot, CO2 or NOX emissions.
Our products and services are sold via our rental, sales and trading departments.
Bredenooord operates on a worldwide basis and has several offices located in the
Netherlands, Germany and Denmark.

Projects
˘

SBIR project; ThD UniFlex is currently being produced for Rijkswaterstaat by
Bredenoord, in collaboration with woCN, HyGear, NedStack, Exendis, and
AirProducts.
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Brimos b.v.

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

3e Industrieweg 10
8051 CK
Hattem
www.brimos.nl

Contact person
Telephone
E-mail

André C. Keijser
+31 38 444 2 333
a.c.keijser@brimos.nl

Organisation

Brimos excels in the design and manufacture of a wide range of signage and
route information products for the road traffic industry. A major part of our
activities involves the production of traffic and information signs, along with
the production of oval signposts and road signing materials. In addition, we build
a variety of models of mobile sign trailers.
The past years Brimos invested in designing and manufacturing so called green
products.

Products
˘

˘
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Auxiliary Power Unit using Liquid Petrol Gas as fuel and producing 12 Volt DC
for charging modern batteries. The energy path is form LPG to hydrogen to
electricity. The APU physical size is equivalent to a large desktop computer.
Applications: Mobile systems or remote sites.
Uninterruptable Power Supply using direct hydrogen as fuel when the 230 Volt
ac line power is lost (Black-Out). The backup 230 Volt ac power can be supplied
for a very long time. The UPS does not apply batteries and need almost no
maintenance. Applications: Power backup for traffic lights, traffic control
systems, telephone base stations, small computer server rooms.

BTG (Biomass Technology Group BV)

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Josink Esweg 34
7545 PN
Enschede
www.btgworld.com

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

dr.ir. L. van de Beld
+31 53 486 2288
+31 53 486 1180
vandebeld@btgworld.com

Products

Biomass Technology Group (BTG) provides services for generating energy and
biofuels from biomass.
The consultancy section provides advice, carries out studies and develops
projects. Specific expertise includes biomass import, logistics and obtaining
permits. The research section provides contract studies and develops technologies. BTG also acts as engineering contractor and has its own research
laboratory. Specific expertise and test facilities are available for biomass
pyrolysis, bio-oil applications, gasification of wet mass in supercritical water, and
tar removal. In collaboration with its subsidiary Bioheat International BV, BTG is
also working on JI / CDM (Joint Implementation / Clean Development Mechanism)
projects.

Organisation

Over the past 25 years BTG has specialised in biomass conversion systems
for producing high-value fuels and energy. BTG’s mission is the worldwide
development and implementation of bioenergy systems.
BTG Central Europe, BTG Estland and Bioheat International are all subsidiaries
of the BTG Group.

Networks
˘
˘

IEA Hydrogen – Annex 16B.
NWO-ACTS – Sustainable Hydrogen.

Projects
˘

˘

Superhydrogen, Winegas: Production of renewable hydrogen via gasification
of wet biomass in supercritical water.
Renewable hydrogen: Inventory of hydrogen production processes.
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Cogen Projects

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Princenhofpark 15+18
3970 AD
Driebergen-Rijsenburg
www.cogenprojects.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Stijn Schlatmann
+31 30 691 1844
+31 30 691 1765
Stijn.Schlatmann@cogen.nl

Products
˘

˘

˘

Project support and development. We provide advice concerning project
feasibility, both in technical and economic terms.
Technology and market studies. We advise on all types of technology in
the form of technology analyses and market studies, policy support and
recommendation. We perform analyses of future government policy and its
impact. We provide recommendations to users and sector organisations.
Development support: by using our knowledge of the markets we provide
insight into the requirements for successful new products.

Organisation

COGEN Projects is an independent energy consultancy company with over 15
years experience in combined heat and power generation, energy supply and
energy contracts. Our team of experienced advisers can help you find reliable,
affordable and sustainable energy solutions. Our core activities involve heat
and power, as well as the implementation of new technologies, such as fuel
cells and biofuels.

Networks
˘

Cogen Europe, Power2GO, Werkgroep micro-WKK, Werkgroep decentrale
gastoepassingen, Projectgroep biomassa en WKK.

Projects
˘

˘
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Feasibility study for integrating a fuel cell into an apartment complex in
Breda (2005).
Analyses of the market conditions for natural-gas-driven fuel cell CHPs
in buildings, in the range of 5 – 300kWe (2009).

Corus

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Wenckebachstraat 1
1951 JZ
Velsen-Noord
www.corusgroup.com

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

dr.ir. A.M. Berends
+31 251 499 716
+31 251 470 344
anke.berends@corusgroup.com

Products

Corus manufactures and supplies steel products for various applications, such
as construction and engineering, the automotive industry, transport and the
packaging sector. Corus’ relationship to hydrogen: Corus develops coated strips
suitable for application as metal separator plates for the low-temperature
(Nafion-based) and high-temperature (phosphoric acid-based) polymer
electrolyte membrane fuel cell.

Organisation

Corus is Europe’s second largest steel producer, with an annual turnover of £12bn,
employing more than 40,000 people worldwide. The major manufacturing sites
are located in the UK and the Netherlands, though also in Germany, France and
Belgium. Corus is a subsidiary of Tata Steel, the world’s sixth largest and second
most global steel producer. Corus Research, Development & Technology is the
research organisation for the group, with over 900 people in the UK (Rotherham
and Teesside) and the Netherlands (IJmuiden).

Networks
˘

DutchHy.

Projects
˘
˘

Project with an automotive OEM.
Project with ECN to develop a fuel cell stack containing metal separator plates.
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Deerns Raadgevende Ingenieurs

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Fleminglaan 10
2289 CP
Rijswijk
www.deerns.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

ir. A.J. Nagtegaal
+31 88 374 0344
+31 88 374 0016
b.nagtegaal@deerns.nl

Products
˘
˘
˘
˘

Research and development.
Applications.
Observations.
Services.

Deerns is one of the Netherlands’ leading advisors and designers of technical
facilities in the built environment.

Organisation

Deerns helps to create a comfortable, safe and sustainable climate in which to
live and work. We develop the complete technical infrastructure, from initial
concept through to detailed design and management of the implementation.
Our input ranges
from energy studies, developing an optimum indoor climate and lighting
concept, to effective security plans, an uninterrupted energy supply, a wellfunctioning data communication system, plus management and maintenance.

Networks
˘

Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel cell Association.

Projects
˘
˘
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Market inventory of fuel cells.
Fuel cell demonstration at Dillenhof Klazienaveen.

DeMaCo Holland BV

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Oester 2
1723 ZG
Noord-Scharwoude
www.DeMaCo.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Ronald Dekker
+31 226 332 121
+31 226 332 112
rd@DeMaCo.nl

Products
˘
˘
˘
˘

Cryogenic transfer lines, valves.
Storage tanks.
Liquefaction equipment.
Liquid hydrogen applications for industry, aerospace and research laboratories.

Organisation

DeMaCo Holland focuses on integrated cryogenic-related projects. DeMaCo
Holland has its own highly specialised engineering department (20 engineers)
and is active throughout the industry, aerospace and research laboratories:
in fact anywhere that liquid gas solutions are required.

Networks
˘
˘

Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association.
Hy-Safe.

Projects
˘
˘
˘

Iwatani hydrogen plant Kansai 2005.
Hydrogen piping and storage at diverse applications.
Aerospace (Snecma / Airliquide rocket engine testing centre, DLR / Messer rocket
engine testing centre, ISRO / Inox (launch pad, LPC / Linde (rocket engine testing
centre).
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DutchCell B.V.

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Speelhuislaan 173
4815 CD
Breda
www.dutchcell.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Marc Janse
+31 76 560 1941
+31 76 560 1951
info@dutchcell.nl

Products

Standardised packages for small stationary applications.

Organisation

DutchCell is active in small stationary fuel cell applications in the power
bracket 1 – 100 kWe. Application engineering focusing on customer requirements,
system integration, testing and availability centred maintenance are DutchCell’s
core activities.

Networks
˘

Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association.

Projects
˘
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Programma Waterstof Bewustwording Vlaanderen – Zuid Nederland.

DutchHy
Nationale Waterstof Coalitie
Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Secretariat: Econcern
PO box 8408
3503 RK
Utrecht
www.dutchh2.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Willemijn Pouwels (secretary)
+31 30 6623787
+31 30 662 8301
secretariaat@dutchh2.nl

Organisation

DutchHy is the acronym for the National Hydrogen Coalition, which consists of
12 members from industry, governments and research organisations, and focuses
on promoting large-scale application of hydrogen and fuel cell technology.
DutchHy has the following goals:
˘ Contribute to the realisation of government objectives in the field of
innovation, climate change and environmental security, enhance economic
stability and competitiveness of the Dutch business community.
˘ The (inter)national dissemination of the Dutch vision and expertise in
hydrogen.
˘ Provide support to achieve large-scale hydrogen use in the Netherlands.
˘ Give direction and advise to the National Hydrogen Programme.
˘ Represent the ‘region’ of the Netherlands in the European initiative known
as HyRamp.
˘ Strengthening the Dutch involvement in the European Cooperative Joint
Technology Initiative Fuel Cells and Hydrogen.
˘ Creating opportunities for the Dutch hydrogen and fuel cell sector.
˘ Creating international alliances (e.g. with regions of North Rhine-Westphalia,
Flanders).
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ECM Technologies

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Castorweg 56
8938 BE
Leeuwarden
www.electrochemicalmachining.com

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Hans-Henk Wolters
+31 6 223 79750
+31 84 711 5507
wolters@electrochemicalmachining.com

Products

Electrochemical machining (ECM) is an interesting technique for manufacturing
the stacks used in fuel cells. During ECM the metal produces hydrogen gas as
a waste product. This could be used as an energy carrier at some point in the
future.

Organisation

ECM Technologies specialises in ECM research and consultancy. ECM is a metal
machining technique that is well known for its high quality, accuracy and fast
machining speed. Several developments over the last 30 years have resulted in
a new generation of ECM technique being developed. It is expected that this
technology will become a fully competitive operational machining technique
within the next few years.

Projects
˘

˘
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ECM Technologies is currently implementing a market study into the feasibility
of manufacturing reactor plates through ECM techniques. The company has
therefore contacted worldwide organisations that are working towards
alternative fuel techniques.
Miscellaneous: Production of reactor plates for fuel cells.

ECOCeramics BV

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Staalstraat 10
1951 JP
Velsen Noord
www.ECOCeramics.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Herman Goverse
+31 25 122 9212
+31 25 122 9615
info@ECOCeramics.nl

Products

Flat-flame ceramic foam burners (capacities from 100  –  2000 kW / m2).
The burners are suitable for most gases and enriching methane with 70%
hydrogen. Design and manufacture of burner systems up to 1000 kW.
Ceramic micro-filtration membranes. Design and manufacture of Cross-Flow
Membrane Filtration installations.

Organisation

ECO Ceramics BV is an independent small to medium-sized company that
develops and manufactures porous ceramic products based on various
technology licences. Ceramic membranes have been produced at the location
in Velsen Noord since 1990. The company has been manufacturing and developing ceramic foam burners for various domestic heating appliances, as well
as industrial heating and drying processes, since 1996.

Projects
˘

ECO Ceramics BV is a partner in the EET hydrogen development project
‘Greening of Gas’ (VG2).
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Ecofys

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Kanaalweg 16-G
3526 KL
Utrecht
www.ecofys.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

dr.ir. Robert van den Hoed
+31 30 662 3479
+31 30 662 8301
r.vandenhoed@ecofys.com

Products

Ecofys specialises in energy-saving and renewable energy solutions. Over the
years Ecofys has conducted extensive research and completed projects for many
energy companies, housing corporations, building companies, international and
local authorities, and energy consumers around the world.

Organisation

Ecofys is a leading consultancy focusing on hydrogen and fuel cells. In addition
to activities concerning techno-economic feasibility studies, policy analysis, and
strategy / scenario studies, Ecofys has considerable expertise in various hydrogen
and reformer-based applications, including transport (e.g. maritime), small
stationary (1 – 50 kW) and industrial and large CHP applications (100kW+).

Networks
˘

Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association.

Projects

Ecofys has developed a large portfolio of hydrogen and fuel cell projects.
A small selection of these projects are highlighted below:
˘ Hydrogen Business Case Amsterdam.
˘ Secretariat of DutchHy (National Hydrogen Coalition).
˘ Demonstration project: Hydrogen Frisian Xperiance (hydrogen-fuelled boat).
˘ Mobile traffic system on fuel cells (reformer-based fuel cell system,
fuelled by LPG).
˘ Feasibility studies and conceptual design of maritime fuel cell applications.
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Energieonderzoek Centrum
Nederland (ECN)
Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Westerduinweg 3
1755 LE
Petten
www.ecn.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Frank de Bruijn
+31 224 564 089
+31 224 568 489
debruijn@ecn.nl

Products
˘
˘
˘
˘
˘
˘
˘
˘

High-temperature fuel cells (SOFC).
CO2 capture.
Low-temperature fuel cells (PEMFC).
Electricity storage.
Hydrogen production (reforming, electrolysis).
Technical roadmaps.
System integration for mobile and stationary applications.
Conceptual studies for hydrogen infrastructures.

Organisation

ECN is an independent research institute that specialises in R&D of technologies
required in the transition towards a sustainable energy management. ECN’s
‘Hydrogen and CO2 capture’ unit carries out the hydrogen, fuel cells and CO2
capture programme. This unit includes around 60 personnel who work on
long-term projects for governments and large companies, plus medium-term and
short-term projects for large and small companies. The unit is an active partner
in many EOS, IS and EU projects.

Networks
˘
˘
˘
˘
˘
˘
˘

IEA Advanced Fuel Cells.
IEA Hydrogen.
N.ERGHY.
Locogen.
Fuel Cell Europe.
SOFCnet.
FCtestnet.

˘
˘
˘
˘
˘
˘
˘

CO2-net.
CATO-2.
Cogen Europe.
MicroCHEAP.
Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel cell Association.
DutchHy.
Electrochemical Society.
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e-Traction Europe B.V.

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Vissenstraat 36
7324 AL
Apeldoorn
www.e-traction.eu

Contact person
Telephone
E-mail

Arend Heinen
+31 55 5211111
a.Heinen@e-Traction.eu

Products
˘
˘
˘
˘
˘
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Direct drive In-Wheel motors.
Hybrid and Electrical driveline design & engineering.
System integration & management.
Battery packs.
Generator sets (diesel or fuel cells).

Europe’s Energy Point

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Kerklaan 9
7211 BJ
Eefde
www.energy-point.com

Contact person
Telephone

Hans Hof
+31 575 513 553
+31 6 535 842 65
+31 575 513 593
hans.hof@energy-point.com

Fax
E-mail

Products

Europe’s Energy Point is a dynamic consultancy company that:
˘ Provides high-quality energy and environment consultancy.
˘ Supplies top-quality products.
˘ Has an independent position in the market.
˘ Focuses on innovative applications.

Networks
˘
˘
˘
˘

Arnhems Waterstof Netwerk (Arnhem’s Hydrogen Network).
European Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Platform.
COGEN Europe.
Euroheat and Power.

Projects
˘
˘
˘
˘

Hydrogen project for ‘de Stoere Houtman’ in Arnhem.
Presentations and knowledge transfer of hydrogen technology.
Theme-days on hydrogen knowledge.
Learning materials on hydrogen knowledge for secondary schools.
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EXENDIS

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Keesomstraat 4
6716 AB
Ede
www.exendis.com

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Evert Raaijen
+31 318 676 151
+31 318 624 615
e.raaijen@exendis.com

Products
˘
˘
˘
˘

Battery chargers for disabled (and less-abled) personal transport.
Automotive power conversion and battery management products.
Converters, inverters.
Fuel cell inverters.

Organisation

The dedicated systems, products and services that EXENDIS produces are
supplied, for example, to convert energy to a reliable and sustainable energy
supply. EXENDIS has enterprises in the Netherlands and Hungary.
Energy Systems Mobility supplies an extensive range of battery charging systems
for transport applications, control and supervising systems.
Energy Systems Infrastructure supplies energy supply systems for industrial,
railway, marine, defence and special applications.
Energy Systems for Renewable Energy supplies inverters for the renewable
energy sector.
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Formula Zero B.V.

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Keizersgracht 6 sous
1015 CN
Amsterdam
www.formulazero.nl

Contact person
Telephone
E-mail

Godert van Hardenbroek
+31 20 622 6327
g.v.hardenbroek@formulazero.nl

Products

Formula Zero is developing the world’s fastest hydrogen go-kart using fuel cells
(0 – 100 km / h in 5.6 sec). A new zero-emission racing class (FORMULA ZERO) will
be set up for this type of vehicle. Organisations can become associated with this
new phenomenon, by sponsoring these remarkable zero-emission races.

Organisation

Formula Zero BV is a privately owned company, founded by Eelco Rietveld and
Godert Van Hardenbroek. The company’s mission is to promote well-to-wheel
zero-emission technologies by racing with fuel-cell-powered cars.

Projects
˘

Formula Zero is the new zero-emission racing class for hydrogen and fuel
cell vehicles. This race class will commence with small racers, and, as the car
industry moves to mass production of fuel cell vehicles, Formula Zero will
scale up to being a full-size racing class.
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Fuel Cell Boat bv

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Leeuwenveldseweg 1-M
1382 LV
Weesp
www.fuelcellboat.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Alexander Overdiep
+31 294 411 977
+31 294 415 946
info@fuelcellboat.nl

Products

Research, development, design, construction, project management, consultancy,
marketing and knowledge management of hydrogen fuel cell applications in the
marine and inland shipping sector.

Networks
˘

Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association.

Projects
˘
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Designing, consulting, construction, and implementation of the fuel cell boat
for the Amsterdam harbour and canal area.

Gasunie Engineering &
Technology (GET)
Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Energieweg 17
9743 AN
Groningen
www.getgasunie.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

H. Levinsky
+31 50 521 2677
+31 50 521 1946
h.b.levinsky@gasunie.nl

O. Florisson
+31 50 521 2651
+31 50 521 1946
o.florisson@gasunie.nl

Products

Research, development, innovation, analysis, measurement, testing, calibration,
studies, audits, engineering, consultancy, and training with regard to the
transport and use of natural gas and gaseous energy carriers.

Organisation

Gasunie Engineering & Technology (GET) is a knowledge and consultancy centre
of excellence on premium gas technology.
GET originated from the merger between Gasunie Engineering and Gasunie
Research. N.V. Nederlandse Gasunie, one of Europe’s largest gas companies,
with both divisions being established during the 1960s. Gasunie operates
a gas transport network with a total length of approximately 15,000 kilometres
throughout the Netherlands and northern Germany.

Networks
˘

˘

Participates in various national and international committees concerning
gas quality.
Hydrogen working group, Energy Transition Ministry of Economic Affairs.

Projects
˘

˘

IP project ‘Preparing for the hydrogen economy by using the existing natural
gas system as a catalyst (NATUALHY)’ (subsidised by the European
Commission).
Various projects focusing on the supply of natural gas / hydrogen mixtures
as well as the functionality of fuel cells and fuel cell systems (virtual power
plants).
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GB4U

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Zandlaan 7
6717 LN
Ede
www.gb4u.eu

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Gert-Jan Beune
+31 318 300 375
+31 84 225 5729
gert-jan.beune@gb4u.eu

Products

Portfolio of technologies: Methanol reformer for the production of hydrogen
< 5kW; Hydrogen-based fuel cells < 5kW; Biogas fuel cells > 150 kW;
Syngas production based on Gasification and Plasma-Gasification.

Organisation

GB4U is a small company supplying fuel cell systems and other sustainable
energy systems based on Digestion, Gasification and Plasma-Gasification.

Networks
˘
˘
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Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association.
Duurzame Produktketens.

GTC Almere

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

S. Signoretstraat 26
1325 LE
Almere
www.gtc-almere.com

Contact person
Telephone
E-mail

Peter van der Lichte
+31 36 848 4033
vdlichte@gtc-almere.co

Products

Components and systems for hydrogen, pressure, flow and temperature.
Product development. S-Technology.

Organisation

The company supplies components and systems according to CE, PED and ATEX,
including testing and certification. These include design, engineering, sales,
assembling, testing and maintenance.
The company works together with a range of international suppliers, which
provide feedback on their experience and additional possibilities.

Networks
˘

ENGVA-ISPE.

Projects
˘

Supplying design and engineering skills from various national projects.
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GVB

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Arlandaweg 100
1043 HP
Amsterdam
www.gvb.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

ir. A.F. van Drunen
+31 20 460 6012
+31 20 460 6077
drunen@gvb.nl

PO Box 2131
1000 CC
Amsterdam

Products / projects
˘

˘
˘
˘

˘

GVB participated in the European project Clean Urban Transport for Europe
(CUTE) operating three fuel cell buses.
GVB participates in the European project HyFLEET:CUTE.
GVB is a member of the Hydrogen Bus Alliance.
GVB will start a new project with Hybrid Fuel Cell Buses in cooperation with
provincial authorities in North Rhine-Westfalia.
GVB operates is own hydrogen production and refuelling station.

Organisation

The GVB is a public company owned by the municipality of Amsterdam.
As the largest urban public transport company in the Netherlands it carries
almost 1 million passengers on a working day. In addition to the metro, trams
and ferry, the daily bus services consist of approximately 30 routes covering
a distance of 460 kilometres. With a fleet of 300 buses it transports around
190,000 passengers on any working day in Amsterdam. The company has a
total of 4500 employees, mostly consisting of drivers and conductors, as well
as service and safety personal.

Networks
˘
˘
˘
˘
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UITP.
VDV.
Mobis.
Hydrogen Bus Alliance.

Hogeschool van Arnhem en
Nijmegen (HAN University)
Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Ruitenberglaan 29
6826 CC
Arnhem
www.han.nl/automotive

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

dr. J.C.N. Bosma
+31 26 365 8311
+31 26 365 8126
hans.bosma@han.nl

Products

1. Research and development of automotive hydrogen applications, both for
the internal combustion engine and using fuel cells.
2. Demonstration of new hydrogen applications.
3. Development of hardware concepts concerning hydrogen.
4. Knowledge transfer at university (bachelor, master and post-bachelor) level.

Organisation

The HAN University of applied sciences educates about 27,000 students in over
60 Bachelors and 15 Masters Programmes. The vehicle mechatronics research
group, which is part of the Automotive Institute of HAN University, focuses on
the application of hydrogen technology in vehicles. Expertise extends from
engine adaptation, management and control, to fuel cell system specification,
system integration, controller development, energy management, power
electronics, and complete electric power train design and testing.

Networks
˘
˘
˘
˘

Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association.
Arnhem Hydrogen Network.
Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technology Platform (IG Education and Training).
Kompetenz-Netzwerk Brennstoffzelle und Wasserstoff NRW.

Projects
˘

˘

˘

˘
˘

RAAK Technical expert centre for hydrogen; programme with projects along
the total hydrogen chain.
Raak Hymotive: several projects aiming at bridging the gap between hydrogen
technology and automotive applications.
Fork-lift truck project: realisation of a fork-lift truck with a fuel-cell-based
power pack.
Subaru Rally vehicle: using hydrogen as a fuel for a rally vehicle.
Hydrogen test laboratory: realisation of a test facility for fuel-cell-based
electric power trains.
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HyET BV

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Leemansweg 15
6827 BX
Arnhem
www.hyet.nl

Contact person
Telephone
E-mail

Sander ten Hoopen
+31 26 36 23 944
info@hyet.nl

Products

Hydrogen Decompression Systems for fuel cell cars, FC buses, FC trucks and
FC generators.

Organisation

Hydrogen Efficiency Technologies: developer and producer of the HyET HDS
(Hydrogen Decompression System).
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HyGear

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Westervoortsedijk 73
6827 AV
Arnhem
www.hygear.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
e-mail

Marinus van Driel
+31 26 366 4019
+31 26 362 9323
info@hygear.nl

Products

HyGear develops, manufactures, supplies and operates small scale process
installations for several applications. The company has two focus areas being:
˘ Pilot and demonstration systems.
˘ Small gas systems.
In the area of Hydrogen and Fuel Cells, HyGear has developed small scale
hydrogen generating systems called HGS-systems. These products are currently
manufactured in Arnhem and sold worldwide to customers that use hydrogen as
industrial process gas. In the future, the systems can also be applied to generate
hydrogen at the fueling stations. Besides this, the company has recently acquired
the European operations of a fuel cell company, leading the way to develop,
construct and sell fuel cell systems for stationary applications.

Organization

HyGear is a privately owned company with about 50 employees and two
locations in the Netherlands. The company has extensive engineering capacity,
laboratory facilities for testing catalyst to full pilot plants and manufacturing
facilities in Arnhem.

Networks
˘
˘
˘
˘
˘

FCH Joint Technology Initiative Industry Grouping (JTI).
DutchHy (National Hydrogen Coalition).
Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association (NWV).
H2 Gelderland.
IEA Hydrogen.

Projects

HyGear is active in many commercial projects. Most of them are proprietary.
The company is always active in joint programs to develop basic know how.
Many of these projects are supported by the Dutch Ministry of Trade and the
European Commission.
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Hyserve b.v.

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Stationsweg 47
6861 EE
Oosterbeek
www.hyserve.eu

Contact person
Telephone
E-mail

dr. H. Barten
+31 26 333 4997
h.barten@hyserve.eu

Products

Hyserve provides advice to governmental and non-governmental organisations,
both at national and international level. This includes evaluations of
programmes, projects, and proposals.

Organisation

Hyserve is a consultancy active in the field of sustainable and renewable energy.
Its focus is on the implementation path of hydrogen and fuel cells over the full
chain, from R&D to implementation.

Networks
˘
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Hyserve has extensive experience in national and international networks,
including the European Union.

Hytruck BV

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Flevoland 1
1948 RH
Beverwijk
www.hytruck.eu

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Jan Boudesteijn
+31 251 275 015
+31 251 275 019
j.boudesteijn@hytruck.eu

Products

The Hytruck C8HE has been created by intelligently combining existing components with hi-tech techniques on a well-established platform. The C8HE is based
on a conventional chassis of the Mitsubishi Canter 7.5ton distribution vehicle.
The Hytruck C8HED results in the conversion of an existing successful truck
by replacing the existing propulsion system, i.e. removing the diesel engine,
gearbox, differential and fuel tanks, and replacing this with a completely new
concept propulsion system. This includes fuel cells mounted under the cab
(producing 15kW), which draw hydrogen from the 227 litre fuel tank containing
5.8 Kg of hydrogen at a pressure of 350 bar.

Organisation

Hytruck is a unique cooperation of professionals (Eric Beers, Michel Dekker and
Jan Boudesteijn) who are truly passionate about the future of transport. Their
ambition is to provide the distribution sector with innovative economic products
that are durable and have environmentally neutral impact.
Forming a partnership with Boudesteijn Bedrijfswagens, NedStack and
e-Traction, Hytruck set about creating a mobility solution that is without
comprise, is durable and meets the ever-increasing need of zero emissions.
Hytruck focuses on the development and production of zero-emission clean-air
vehicles through the use of hydrogen as its fuel; the fuel of the future.

Networks
˘

DutchHy.
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Institute for Energy

Directorate-General Joint Research Centre
Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Westerduinweg 3
1755 LE
Petten
http://ie.jrc.ec.europe.eu

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

dr.ir. Marc Steen
+31 224 565 271
+31 224 565 630
marc.steen@ec.europe.eu

Products

The Institute for Energy at the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre
conducts research into various applications of hydrogen and fuel cell technologies. The research activities, partly conducted in collaboration with other industrial and research partners, focus on assessing the performance of hydrogen
storage, hydrogen sensors and fuel cells in terms of efficiency, reliability,
durability, safety and emissions. The Joint Research Centre assumes a reference
function for the European Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Joint Technology Initiative,
both at project and at programme levels.

Organisation

The Institute for Energy (IE) is part of the European Commission’s DirectorateGeneral Joint Research Centre (JRC).

Networks
˘
˘
˘
˘

˘
˘
˘

Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association.
European Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Joint Technology Initiative.
International Partnership for the Hydrogen Economy.
International Energy Agency – Hydrogen Implementing Agreement, Advanced
Fuel Cell Implementing Agreement, Bioenergy Implementing Agreement.
International Standards Organisation (ISO) TC 197.
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) TC 105.
UN-ECE WP29 Hydrogen Vehicles.

Projects
˘
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A number of projects that are co-financed by the European Commission
on Hydrogen and Fuel Cells under the 6th and 7th Framework Programmes:
HySafe, StorHy, Nesshy, Roads2HyCom, HyApproval, FCTESQA, HarmonHy,
FCAnode, Decode.

Integral

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Leeuwenveldseweg 1-M
1382 LV
Weesp
www.integral.nl

Contact person
Telephone
E-mail

Hauke Sie
+31 294 411 977
h.sie@integral.nl

Products

Knowledge management

Organisation

As an information architect, the company offers practical solutions to questions
concerning information and knowledge, including those relating to a hydrogen
economy.

Projects
˘

˘
˘

Several own initiatives, including a website (www.waterstof.nl), which aims
to facilitate and encourage a hydrogen economy.
Production of materials relating to hydrogen.
Development of information and course-related material.
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KEMA

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Utrechtseweg 310
6828 AR
Arnhem
www.kema.com

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

mr. Ton van Wingerden
+31 26 356 2622
+31 26 351 3683
ton.vanwingerden@kema.com

Products

KEMA is a respected advisory and testing organisation (Netherlands KEMA
approval and many other quality marks). Consultants provide technical solutions,
strategic advice and insight into the financial consequences of all kinds of
energy-related questions.

Organisation

KEMA gives consumers more trust in the performance of products, processes and
equipment for the production, distribution and use of electricity. As an
independent consultant, KEMA supports both suppliers and users of electricity
and other forms of energy.

Networks
˘
˘
˘
˘

˘

Standards commission 310 197 ‘Hydrogen and fuel cells’.
EMVT (the association of electromagnetic power techniques).
NWO programme AIRE (accelerated implementation of renewables).
EU Network of Excellence DG_lab (a network of DER laboratories and
pre-standardisation).
Ministry of Economic Affairs transition path for ‘new gas’.

Projects
˘
˘
˘
˘

˘

˘
˘
˘
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Monitoring of a 100 kW SOFC (solid oxide fuel cell) in Arnhem.
Feasibility study of SOFCs in combination with fuel cells.
Fuel cells in the glass horticulture sector: status and opportunities.
Traffic and transport in the 21st century: a study into future prospects
for electric vehicles.
Development and implementation of a dynamic process simulator for
a fuel-cell-based cogeneration plant.
Study into hydrogen use in gas turbines.
System integration study: hydrogen, fuel cells and HVDC.
Integrating hydrogen into the national electricity grid.

Kenniscentrum Duurzaam Schip

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Boulevard Bankert 156
4382 AC
Vlissingen
www.duurzaamschip.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Chantal Scheiberlich
+31 118 489 450
+31 118 489 444
m.c.scheiberlich@hz.nl

Products

Each project takes six months, though this project period can be extended if
required, or advisable. At the end of each period the students deliver a report
to their client on what they have investigated, offering possible solutions and
recommendations. This report is presented to an audience of interested people
at the end of the project period.

Organisation

Information Centre Sustainable Shipping conducts practical research into
sustainable shipping. Ten new projects start each September and February.
Third- and fourth-grade students in Maritime Operations study practical
solutions for technical, nautical, social and safety matters on board seagoing
ships. All projects concern realistic issues for shipping companies, governmental
organisations or maritime suppliers.

Projects
˘
˘
˘

Waterstof Hoogaars Oosterscheldewerf Goes.
Waterstof sloep Veerse meer.
Rondvaartboot waterstof Amsterdam.
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Kenniscentrum Jachtbouw

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Tesselschadestraat 12
8913 HB
Leeuwarden
www.kenniscentrumjachtbouw.nl

Contact person
Telephone
E-mail

Ernst-Jan Voerman
+31 58 251 1126
voerman@tech.nhl.nl

Products

The innovations supported by KCJ cover a wide range of subjects, from modern
production techniques, electrical propulsion, PV-embedded systems, through to
marketing. KCJ produced (in cooperation with Ecofys) the first hydrogen-powered
boat in the Netherlands.

Organisation

KCJ (knowledge centre) is part of the NHL (University of applied science in
Leeuwarden) and provides up-to-date technical information to the yachting
industry in the Netherlands. It supports yacht builders with innovations.

Networks
˘
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Electric propulsion society Netherlands HISWA.

Kiwa Gastec Certification

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Wilmersdorf 50
7327 AC
Apeldoorn
www.kiwa.com
www.kiwagas.com

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Falco Thuis
+31 55 539 33240
+31 55 539 3676
falco.thuis@kiwa.nl

Products

Kiwa Gastec Certification is an independent company specialising in testing and
certification of gas-related products, including gas appliances, measurement
equipment, plus installation and distribution materials. Gastec tests and certifies
fuel cells and other hydrogen-based products, partly as a result of the active role
that the company plays in developing international regulations for these
products. The company also evaluates the safety of hydrogen installations.

Organisation

Kiwa is an independent international certification centre for gas products.
The company is part of Kiwa NV in Nieuwegein, and has around 100 staff.
Kiwa is accredited by the Dutch Council for Accreditation and is Notified Body
for European Guidelines (CE marking). Testing is carried out in the company’s
own laboratories but can also be implemented at the manufacturer’s facilities.
Kiwa is a dedicated testing site for the RDW (Dutch Government) for testing
gas-related automotive products such as LPG, CNG and hydrogen.

Networks
˘
˘
˘
˘
˘

Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association.
International Standardisation Organisation (ISO).
International Electro-technical Commission (IEC).
International Gas Union (IGU).
Dutch standardisation commission.

Projects
˘

Testing and certifying hydrogen-based components and products
(e.g. fuel cells), plus evaluating the safety of hydrogen installations.
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Leak Control Benelux

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Nieuwstraat 135
3311 XR
Dordrecht
www.leakcontrol.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Kasper P.M. Pols
+31 78 614 3732
+31 78 614 3726
info@leakcontrol.nl

Products
˘
˘
˘
˘
˘
˘

Hydrogen leak detection devices.
Hydrogen monitoring systems.
In-Line process.
Hydrogen monitoring.
Hand-held hydrogen leak detector.
Hydrogen smart detection tape.

Organisation

Leak Control Benelux is a dynamic and leading organisation in the field of leak
detection located in the Netherlands. The company specialises in the sale and
rental of leak detection systems based on the hydrogen trace-gas method. Leak
Control Benelux is the exclusive importer of H2scan hydrogen leak detection
equipment for the Benelux countries.

Networks
˘

Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association.

Projects
˘
˘
˘
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Formula Zero.
Hydrogen Xperience.
Fuel Cell Boat.

Linde Gas Benelux

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Havenstraat 1
3115 HC
Schiedam
www.lindegasbenelux.com

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Fred Hage
+31 10 2461572
+31 10 2461377
fred.hage@linde.com

Products
˘
˘
˘
˘
˘
˘

Gaseous and liquid hydrogen.
Hydrogen production units based on steam reforming.
Electrolysis and partial oxidation.
‘Over The Fence’ supply via pipeline.
Filling stations (world market leader).
Hydrogen storage and consultancy.

Organisation

Hoek Loos manufactures and sells industrial and medical gases, and is part
of the global Linde company. Hydrogen plays a strategic role within the group.
Linde therefore supplies a broad product range that includes the production,
distribution, storage and trans-shipment of hydrogen.

Networks
˘

Nationale Waterstof Coalitie, EHEC, JTI, IEA-HIA, NHA, Hyways,HyNet,HyCycle,
Energie Transitie Platform, Deutsche Wasserstof Verbund.

Projects
˘

CUTE, Ned. H2 Boot, ZEMSHIP Hamburg, ECN H2 Infra, Clean Energy Partners,
Fuelstations for TOTAL, SHELL, ARAL, GVB,AGIP, DAIMLER, BMW, GM, Huis van de
Toekomst Brussel, Interreg IV.
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MAGNETO special anodes BV

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Calandstraat 109
3125 BA
Schiedam
www.magneto.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

P.J.F.M. Hack
+31 10 262 0788
+31 10 262 0201
info@magneto.nl

Products
˘

˘
˘

Titanium anodes with electro-catalytic coatings using platinum, iridium and
ruthenium.
Nickel-electrodes, tantalum,- and niobium-electrodes.
Development and production of electro-catalysts.

Organisation

MAGNETO is the original inventor and manufacturer of titanium anodes with
proprietary electro-catalytic coatings. The company supplies anodes and electrochemical cells to the international electrochemical industry. All products are
custom-built per client or designed for a specific technical market segment.
The company invests a significant part of its turnover in R&D into new anode
concepts and applications.

Networks
˘
˘
˘

FME-CWM employers association.
WETSUS research institute in Leeuwarden.
Mini Waste UK.

Projects
˘
˘
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Producing electrodes for water electrolysis.
Research into biofuel cells and biological hydrogen production, together
with organisations such as TNO and WETSUS.

MXpolymers

Address
Postal code
Town

Heimanslaan 6
6705 AG
Wageningen

Contact person
Telephone
E-mail

D.J. Sikkema
+31 317411404
doetze.sikkema@gmail.com

Organisation

R&D: Design and synthesis of new polymers and, if needed, new monomers.

Products
˘

New proton conducting membranes.
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Nederlandse Waterstof en Brandstofcellen Vereniging / Dutch Hydrogen
and Fuel Cell Association
Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Darthuizerberg 37
3825 BL
Amersfoort
www.waterstofvereniging.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Ellen van Driel
+31 6 514 520 34
+31 84 755 6697
info@waterstofvereniging.nl

Products

The Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association brings together the industrial
sector, knowledge institutes and universities / colleges.
The association encourages collaboration to increase synergy, supports the
creation of standards, clusters general information on hydrogen as an energy
carrier, acts as information centre for the general public, and is constantly
working to ensure that hydrogen reflects a positive image.

Organisation

The Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association is the main network organisation
in the Netherlands for hydrogen as an energy carrier, and is open to all relevant
companies, institutions and government departments.

Networks
˘
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European Hydrogen Association.

NedStack Fuel Cell Technology BV

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Westervoortsedijk 73
6827 AV
Arnhem
www.nedstack.com

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Irma Ariaans-van Silfhout
+31 26 319 7635 (direct)
+31 26 319 7601
irma.ariaans@nedstack.com

Products
˘
˘

˘

PEM fuel cell stacks, power range from 1 to 10 kW.
PEM fuel cell systems for heavy duty transport, power range from 16 kW to
160 kW.
PEM fuel cell Power plant, with power range from 120 kW to multiple MW size.

Organisation

The independent company NedStack Fuel Cell Technology BV has been active
since 1998 and is now the largest European producer of PEM fuel cells.

Networks
˘

World Fuel Cell Council, Fuel Cells Europe, IEA (International Energy Agency),
Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association, Fuel Cell Markets, JTI member,
Fuel Cell Today.

Projects
˘

˘
˘

˘
˘

˘

Development of a PEM fuel-cell-based Cogeneration Power Plant by steam
reforming natural gas.
Efficiency improvement of a PEM FC.
Research and development of PEM fuel cell materials, components, modules
and systems.
Lifetime determining factors for a PEM FC.
PEM Power plant Demo Delfzijl – Demonstration of a 50 kWe PEM fuel cell
pilot-plant in Delfzijl - the Netherlands.
Development of a new product prototype, a 2 - 3 kW hydrogen power system
based on PEM fuel cell (FC) technology as a back-up solution in the business
continuity market.
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NEN
(Dutch Standardization Institute)
Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Vlinderweg 6
2623 AX
Delft
www.nen.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

J.E.J. (Jarno) Dakhorst M.Sc.
+31 15 269 0326
+31 15 269 0207
energy@nen.nl

Products

All national, European and worldwide standards, including those on hydrogen,
fuel cells, and other energy carriers and their applications. Many platforms
(mirror committees) on standardisation, including in the field of hydrogen and
fuel cell technologies. Services for drafting standards and workshop agreements
about products, services and systems and their applications. Consultancy in
feasibility of standardisation for new topics, including alternative fuels and their
applications.

Organisation

NEN is the leading Dutch knowledge and information centre for national,
European and worldwide standards.

Networks
˘

NEN is the only national standardisation body in the Netherlands, and
is a member of the European (CEN, CENELEC, and ETSI) and worldwide
(ISO, IEC and ITU) standards networks.

Projects
˘

˘

˘

˘
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International standards (ISO and IEC) regarding hydrogen, fuel cells, electric
vehicles, etc.
Mandate from the European Commission (M / 349) concerning a feasibility
study on hydrogen and fuel cells.
Projects within the European research framework programmes, such as FCTEDI
(fuel cell testing and dissemination) and NATURALHY (preparing for the
hydrogen economy by using the existing natural gas system as a catalyst).
National practical guidelines for hydrogen fuelling stations.

Netherlands Biohydrogen
Network
Address
Postal code
Town
Website

c / o Laboratory of Microbiology; Wageningen University
Dreijenplein 10
6703 HB
Wageningen
www.biohydrogen.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

prof. A.J.M. Stams
+31 317 483 101
+31 317 483 829
fons.stams@wur.nl

Products

The activities of the Dutch Biological Hydrogen Foundation comprise:
˘ Co-organisation of workshops and conferences.
˘ Promotion of knowledge exchange, research and development through
the Netherlands Biohydrogen Network.
˘ Participation in the IEA Hydrogen Programme.
˘ Provision of grants for conference participation by young researchers.
˘ Publications.
˘ Participation in the Internet platform: www.biohydrogen.nl

Organisation

The Dutch Biological Hydrogen Foundation was founded in 2001. Its objectives
are to promote research and development, national / international cooperation
and knowledge exchange with regard to biological hydrogen production.

Networks
˘

IEA Hydrogen Programme, Annexe Biohydrogen and EU networks.

Projects
˘

˘

The foundation co-organised the international conference ‘BioHydrogen 2002’,
held 21 – 24 April 2002, in Ede, under the auspices of the IEA (International
Energy Agency) and the EU ‘COST’ programme (Cooperation in the field of
Scientific and Technical research). This conference was sponsored by
SenterNovem, ECN, and Samsung.
‘Biomethane and Biohydrogen: status and perspectives of biological methane
and hydrogen production’. Edited by J.H. Reith, R.H. Wijffels and H. Barten. 2003.
ISBN 90-9017165-7. This publication can be downloaded (in pdf format) from
the website www.biohydrogen.nl
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Netherlands Organisation for
Applied Scientific Research (TNO)
Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Schoemakerstraat 97
2628 VK
Delft
www.tno.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

ir. Nico H.A. Versloot
+31 15 284 3465
+31 15 284 3954
nico.versloot@tno.nl

Products

Hydrogen production techniques, Underground hydrogen storage, Designing and
optimising hydrogen compression installations (flow dynamics), Engine concepts,
development of fuel systems and engine management software for using alternative and renewable fuels in vehicles, Strategic hydrogen study, Hydrogen safety
from production to application, Hydrogen gas generator for use in fuel cell
systems.

Organisation

TNO is a knowledge and expertise centre for industry, governmental bodies and
social organisations, with over 5400 staff who develop and apply knowledge on
a daily basis.

Networks
˘
˘
˘
˘

European Pressure Equipment Research Council (EPERC).
European network for geo-energy (ENeRG).
Fuel Cell Testnet.
International Energy Agency (Hydrogen Implementing Agreement).

Projects
˘
˘

˘

˘
˘
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System studies into possible future scenarios of a new gas infrastructure.
EU NaturalHy: research into the possibilities of adding hydrogen to natural
gas Developing a capillary fuel cell.
Flexible Fuel Vehicle: using various mixtures of hydrogen / natural gas in
vehicles Superdiesel: hydrogen production for fuel cells based on marine diesel.
HySafe: safety of hydrogen as an energy carrier.
THRIVE: Towards a Hydrogen Refuelling Infrastructure for Vehicles in the
Netherlands.

NV Nedap

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Parallelweg 2K
7141 DC
Groenlo
www.nedap.com

PO Box 101
7140 AC
Groenlo

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

A.P. Haytema
+31 544 471 825
+31 544 466 008
annepieter.haytema@nedap.com

Products

The ‘Mygrid Fuel Cell Inverter’ is a patented modular bi-directional on- or off-grid
Fuel Cell Inverter. It consists of a DC / AC Basic Module and a Fuel Cell Module.
The Basic module is capable of supplying a continuous 5kW Pure Sine Wave at
230VAC. The Fuel Cell Module converts the Fuel Cell Stack output to the correct
input DC voltage of the Basic Module.
Further modules in the Mygrid concept are a Solar-, Wind- and Battery module.
Several combined Mygrid modules provide autonomous hybrid renewable energy
solutions. On-grid, an inverter is created with multiple renewable energy inputs
and UPS (Uninterruptable Power Supply) functionality. Communication is via an
open software platform.

Organisation

Nedap is characterised by a development- and entrepreneurial-oriented open,
innovative and creative culture. The company focuses on: developing and
supplying innovative and sustainable solutions in the fields of security and
electronic control units, as well as automation, management and information
for organisations.

Networks
˘
˘

NEC82.
UL 2264.
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Prins Autogassytemen b.v.

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Jan Hilgersweg 22
5657 ES
Eindhoven
www.prins.eu

Contact person
Telephone

mr. R.J.A. Konings (Roger)
+31 40 254 7700
+31 6 250 636 05
+31 40 254 9749
r.konings@prins.eu

Fax
E-mail

Products

LPG / CNG / Hydrogen Injectors:
Working temperature from – 30°C to +120°C, operational pressure 392kPa or less,
linear from 2.5ms, range of injectors from 32cc / stroke to 110cc / stroke (at 24ms
and 255kPa) or less.

Organisation

Prins Autogassystemen B.V. develops and manufactures alternative fuel systems,
mainly for light-duty Otto engines. The company’s core business is still the
manufacture of LPG systems, though CNG systems are increasing nowadays.
CNG is often described as the next step to H2. These systems contain injectors
used for vapour injection (developed in collaboration with Keihin Corporation)
in LPG / CNG and H2 applications.
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Proton Ventures BV

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Krammer 33
3232 HE
Brielle
www.protonventures.com

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

ir. J.P. Vrijenhoef
+31 181 418 809
+31 181 479 143
hans.vrijenhoef@protonventures.com

Products

Development of climate-neutral hydrogen (Rotterdam Europoort), producing
hydrogen from fossil fuels and reusing CO2 usefully for downstream production
of urea, melamine, enhanced oil and gas recovery.
Import into the Benelux area of electrolysers for small applications
(1 – 100 Nm3 / hr H2 (99.9% pure) and / or 0.5 to 50 Nm3 / hr O2 (99.9% pure)
at pressures of up to 25 barg.
The development of NFUEL©, a full-chain approach to developing a practical way
for the automotive and stationary systems to store hydrogen chemically, without
any CO2 emission and extreme low NOX-emissions, compared to fossil fuels.
The company also assists with requests for subsidies, and provides financial
advice with regard to business plans, process engineering and the outsourcing
of management tasks.

Organisation

Proton Ventures BV is a project developer that provides chemical solutions,
mainly in the Rijnmond region. The name Proton is derived from the Dutch
‘experimental garden’ for technological developments, whereby the
management invests in (new) chemical activities for co-siting and innovation.
Innovation and waste2products are keywords. Proton Ventures primarily focuses
on developing hydrogen and NFUEL technology, but also looks for new developments in sustainable business activities based on their Waste2products© concept.
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RAP Clean Air Products

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Wethouder J. Tieckenstraat 33
6986 BA
Angerlo
www.rap-cleanairproducts.com

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

G.J. Rap
+31 313 473 420
+31 313 473 420
rap-cleanairproducts@wanadoo.nl

Products
˘

˘

Technical, commercial and safety training and consultancy on hydrogen
vehicles.
Market research.

Organisation

RAP Clean Air Products, owned and managed by Mr Gert-Jan Rap, specialises in all
subjects related to gaseous alternative fuel systems (LPG, CNG, LNG, Hydrogen)
for Light-Duty and Heavy-Duty vehicles. RAP Clean Air Products has built up over
20 years of experience in the field of component- and system-development,
homologation, commercialisation and market development of alternative fuel
systems.
After a mutual study of your programme or requirements, RAP Clean Air Products
will provide you with solutions designed to fulfil the requirements of your
company. For alternative fuelled vehicles requiring related products, such as
refuelling stations, transport equipment etc., RAP Clean Air Products has an
extensive international network of specialised companies, so combined and
complete services can be offered. If your request deviates from the afore
mentioned subjects, do not hesitate to contact RAP Clean Air Products.
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RIVM / CEV

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

A. van Leeuwenhoeklaan 9
3720 BA
Bilthoven
www.rivm.nl

Contact person
Telephone
E-mail

Ad Matthijsen
+31 30 2743574
ad.matthijsen@rivm.nl

Products

Quantitative Risk Analysis (QRA).

Organisation

The National Institute for Public Health and the Environment (RIVM) is a recognised leading centre of expertise in the fields of health, nutrition and environmental protection. RIVM works mainly for the Dutch government, but also shares
its knowledge with governments and supranational bodies around the world.
The results of RIVM research, monitoring, modelling and risk assessment are
used to underpin government policy on public health, food, safety and the
environment. RIVM employs over 1500 employees.
The Centre of External Safety (CEV) estimates the risks caused by complex
chemical installations, for example, or by routes over which hazardous
substances are transported, using computer models. CEV contributes here
by developing the mathematical rules for these models and by drawing up
the criteria for these rules.

Networks
˘
˘
˘
˘

Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association.
NEN 310197 Waterstof en brandstofcellen (hydrogen and fuel cells).
NPR Waterstoftankstations (hydrogen fuelling stations, being set up).
Organising Committee of the Third International Conference on Hydrogen
Safety (ICHS3).

Projects
˘
˘

QRA of hydrogen filling station in Amsterdam (CUTE project).
Advising governmental organisations on external safety with respect
to hydrogen installations.
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Shell Future Fuels & CO2 , Hydrogen

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Carel van Bylandtlaan 23
2596 HR
Den Haag
www.shell.com/hydrogen

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Jolanda Noordam
+31 70 377 3076
+31 70 377 3130
jolanda.noordam@shell.com

Products

Hydrogen refuelling services.

Organisation

Shell Future Fuels & CO2 Business Hydrogen develops the fuel cell and hydrogen
industry and provides filling stations in key locations, working with the fuel cell
vehicle manufacturers as the number of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles gradually
starts to rise.

Networks
˘
˘
˘
˘

Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Foundation.
Fuel cell and hydrogen joint undertaking.
North American Hydrogen Association.
Clean Energy Partnership in Berlin.

Projects
˘
˘
˘
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CUTE.
ECTOS.
Hydrogen refuelling stations in Iceland, Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco,
Tokyo, Shanghai.

Silent Motor Company BV

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Vlamoven 34
6826 TN
Arnhem
www.silentmotor.nl

Contact person
Telephone

H. Hupkens van der Elst
+31 88 88 33 081

Organisation

Recently founded to give a business platform to the hydrogen activities of the
past years of her founders. The company strongly believes that the development
of fuel cells and hydrogen as a fuel enters the market phase today. They have set
a programme of marketing and engineering to break open the relevant market
niches. Engineering is embedded in a strong partnership with NedStack, the HAN
university and a circle of co-engineering suppliers.
Market niches will open when a economic offer is made, in which the benefits
of this clean technology is rewarded. To reach these requirements Silent Motor
Company BV strive for a price decrease of 30% per year in the coming years.
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SPARQLE International

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Hasebroekstraat 1
7552 VX
Hengelo
www.sparqle.com

Contact person
Telephone
E-mail

J.M.L. Penninger
+31 74 291 6621
spql@introweb.nl

Products

Experimental research services.

Organisation

SPARQLE International specialises in:
˘ Experimental research of high-pressure technology.
˘ Producing sustainable energy carriers (e.g. hydrogen and other fuel gases)
from wet biomass.

Networks
˘
˘
˘

KNCV (Dutch Chemical Association).
AIChE (American Inst. Of Chemical Engineers).
ACS (American Chemical Society).

Projects
˘
˘

˘

˘

˘

˘
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Supercritical water reforming / gasification.
EU Craft project ‘Hydrogen-rich gas from supercritical water gasification
of wine grape residues and greenhouse residual biomass (Winegas)’.
EU project ‘Biomass and waste conversion in supercritical water for the
production of renewable hydrogen (SuperHydrogen)’.
EET (Economy and Ecology Technology) project entitled ‘Hydrogen and other
fuel gases from supercritical water by thermal treatment with biomass
(SCARLET)’.
Developing a supercritical diesel reformer in a hybrid fuel cell system
(SuperDiesel).
EET project ‘Biological hydrogen production (BWP II)’.

Techni Control International b.v.

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Stephensonstraat 33
7903 AS
Hoogeveen
www.technicontrol.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Joost van de Laar
+31 528 233 400
+31 528 233 410
jvdlaar@teconvalves.nl

Products
˘
˘
˘
˘
˘
˘
˘
˘

Solenoid- and pneumatic-operated valves.
Pressure regulators.
Safety valves.
Filters.
Pressure transducers and switches.
High-pressure systems.
Working pressures: vacuum up to 1000 bar.
Temperatures: from – 196°C up to 300°C.

Organisation

Techni Control International was founded in 1972 as a technical trading and
consultancy company. Over the years the company has focused on solenoid
valves and pressure regulators in various executions. Together with our clients
and our factories, Techni Control has engineered systems for all kind of solutions.
This varies from a specially developed valve up to complete systems, with ‘Plug In’
valves and regulators, on a ‘turn-key’ basis. The company is active throughout
industry, from car wash to aerospace.

Networks
˘

Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association.

Projects
˘
˘

Various projects for testing (including ECN).
Canal Touring Boat (MSN).
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Technical University Delft

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Jaffalaan 5
2628 BX
Delft
www.TUDelft.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

K. Hemmes
+31 15 278 1650
+31 15 278 3177
K.Hemmes@TUDelft.nl

Products

Research & Development.

Organisation

Delft University of Technology (TU Delft) is a centre for scientific and technological research and education. Its mission is to contribute to a safe, healthy,
comfortable, and sustainable society. TU Delft currently employs around
6,000 personnel, half of which are scientific staff. The university includes
around 13,000 students; around 10% of which come from abroad.

Networks
˘
˘

Dutch Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association.
Electrochemical society.

Projects
˘
˘
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MCFC development of fuel cell systems.
Sustainable gas, hydrogen and society.

Technical University Eindhoven

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Den Dolech 2
5612 AZ
Eindhoven
www.tue.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Peter H.L. Notten
+31 40 247 3069
+31 40 247 3481
peter.notten@philips.com
p.h.l.notten@tue.nl

Products

The university has over 20 years of scientific experience in the field of hydrogen
storage materials. This includes storage via the gas phase as well as electrochemical storage. This combination has resulted in a significant contribution
to the development of the Nickel-MetalHydride battery, which is now used
by everyone, for applications ranging from portable electronics to hybrid cars.
These activities take place in close collaboration with Philips Research Laboratory.

Organisation

Eindhoven Technical University focuses on fundamental / strategic technological
research that is relevant for both industrial or other applications. This contributes
to a stronger competitive position for the industrial sector, and to resolving social
problems. The university aims to play a leading role in a limited number of
research fields, thus increasing its capacity to attract top (foreign) researchers
and Masters-degree students, as well as international research funds.

Networks
˘

IEA Hydrogen, Electrochemical Society, NODE, KNCV (electrochemical
working group).

Projects
˘

Several projects funded via NWO ACTS and SenterNovem.
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Teesing B.V.

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Verrijn Stuartlaan 40
2288 EL
Rijswijk
www.teesing.com

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

M. van Bronswijk
+31 70 413 0736
+31 70 413 0728
m.van.bronswijk@teesing.nl

Products

Teesing supplies a complete range of connecting components for hydrogen
applications, including: Weh filling hoses and receptacles, Serto fittings and
Sagana (Rotarex) fittings. Teesing can design and supply complete hydrogen
fuel and refuelling systems.

Organisation

Teesing supplies fittings, valves, tubing, systems and assemblies for industrial
applications.

Networks
˘

Dutch Hydrogen Foundation.

Projects
˘
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Teesing products are used in many projects, such as the ECN-car (HydroGEM)
and the Hytruck.

The International Clean Fuels
Training Institute
Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Wethouder Jan Tieckenstraat 33
6986 BA
Angerlo
www.icfti.com/

Contact person
Telephone
E-mail

dr. Jeffrey M. Seisler
+32 2 649 1109
jseisler@icfti.com

Products

The ICFTI provides a variety of training expertise and courses. These include:
˘ Generic information about the worldwide and European NGV markets and
market development, as an ‘overview’ to the industry, available technology,
and related politics.
˘ Alternative fuels, including alcohols, gaseous (CNG, LPG and hydrogen),
other liquid fuels, and cryogenic fuels, etc.
˘ Vehicle related: basic functions of gaseous fuels, alternative fuelled vehicles,
as well as in-depth coverage of vehicle conversion systems
˘ Fuelling station for CNG and hydrogen: development, sizing, economics, etc.
˘ Detailed safety training for natural gas, hydrogen and LPG vehicles, as well
as bulk fuel trailers

Organisation

ICFTI is a new, private entity that has been created to provide knowledge and
expertise regarding all aspects of clean fuels, including vehicle technology and
conversion training; fuelling infrastructure development, economics and safety;
strategic marketing, as well as political and government relations strategies.
ICFTI organises and facilitates training and education sessions as specifiedsubject classes for individuals, and can provide on-site or off-site training for
individual companies or other organised groups.
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University of Utrecht
Innovative Studies
Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Heidelberglaan 2
3584 CS
Utrecht
www.geo.uu.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

prof.dr. Marko Hekkert
+31 30 253 1625
+31 30 253 2746
m.hekkert@geo.uu.nl

Products

Research into the successful development, application and expectations of
hydrogen as a fuel. Research into the innovation system concerning hydrogen
and evaluation of the strengths and weakness. Research into the strategies of
deploying a hydrogen infrastructure.

Organisation

Utrecht University.

Projects
˘
˘

˘
˘
˘
˘
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Research into hydrogen R&D performance in Germany.
Research into stakeholder preferences concerning the transition to alternative
motor fuels.
Well-to-wheel analysis of natural-gas-based fuels (including hydrogen).
Transition to CO2 storage and hydrogen use.
Wind energy at sea and hydrogen as a storage medium.
Analysis of (Dutch) stakeholder network with regard to hydrogen.

Utrecht University – Debye Institute
for Nanomaterials Science
Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Sorbonnelaan 16
3584 CA
Utrecht
www.anorg.chem.uu.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Petra de Jongh
+31 30 2536766
+31 30 2511027
P.E.deJongh@uu.nl

Products

Research on materials options for on-board hydrogen storage.

Organisation

Inorganic Chemistry and Catalysis Debye Institute for Nanomaterials Science,
Utrecht University.

Networks
˘

NWO-ACTS Sustainable Hydrogen Programme, EOS-LT HYStore Part of the
international hydrogen storage research community.

Projects
˘
˘

Nanostructured magnesium-based materials for hydrogen storage (NWO-Vidi).
Novel nanocomposites for reversible hydrogen storage under mild conditions
(Casimir) Particle size and support effects in light-metal hydrides for hydrogen
storage (NWO-ACTS) Hydrogen Storage and Reactors (EOS-LT).
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Van Hool N.V.

Address
Postal code
Town

Zeemanlaan 14
3401 MV
IJsselstein

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Chris Keunen
+31 228 543 590
+31 228 542 190
ov.bus.keunen@planet.nl

Products

VAN HOOL builds a complete range of integral buses and coaches. Since June
2007 the first up-to-the mark hybrid fuel cell bus has been tested on various
routes operated by De Lijn, Belgium. VAN HOOL has received a new order from
AC Transit (California, USA) for 12 of the latest generation fuel cell buses, together
with an order for four additional vehicles for use in Connecticut. VAN HOOL has
already supplied five fuel cell buses to the United States (2005 / 2006).

Organisation

VAN HOOL N.V. of Lier-Koningshooikt near Antwerp (BELGIUM) is the largest
independent manufacturer of integral buses and coaches in Western Europe.
Approximately 1,700 buses and coaches are produced each year and are sold
through the VAN HOOL network.
VAN HOOL has an annual turnover of over 450 million EURO: roughly two-thirds
buses and coaches, and one-third commercial vehicles.

Projects
˘
˘
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Production of 16 fuel cell coaches for the USA.
Development and testing of a European model of the fuel cell coach. This test
took place in Belgium, the Netherlands and Spain.

VéBé van Steijn

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Van Oldenbarneveldtstraat 91
6827 AL
Arnhem
www.vebevansteijn.nl

Contact person
Telephone
E-mail

Mrs. P.W. van Stijn
+31 26 355 31 58
petra@vebevansteijn.nl

Organisation

VéBé van Steijn.

Products

Shell and AVIA petrolstations and hydrogen fillingstation.
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VHK (Van Holsteijn & Kemna BV)

Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Delftech Park, Elektronicaweg 14
2628 XG
Delft
www.vhk.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

ir. R.C.A. van Holsteijn
+31 15 275 5755
+31 15 275 5788
r.van.holsteijn@vhk.nl

Products

VHK BV is a research, design and engineering company, with a unique experience
and track-record in the field of mass-produced energy using consumer durables.
The company has initiated several successful product innovations in the field of
energy conservation and has more than 20 years of experience.

Organisation

The company’s head office is situated in the Science Park Delft, in the vicinity of
Delft Technical University; VHK also has a branch office in Brussels to facilitate
projects that are undertaken for the European Commission. With regard to the
application of hydrogen and fuel cells, VHK has undertaken several studies for
both industrial clients and governments. The company sees many future opportunities for using hydrogen and fuel cells in the built environment sector.

Projects
˘
˘
˘
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Study into possibilities for microcogeneration in the built environment.
Concept development of microcogeneration based on the PEM fuel cell.
Quality standards for CHP.

VU University /
Faculty of Sciences / FEW
Address
Postal code
Town
Website

De Boelelaan 1081
1081 HV
Amsterdam
www.nat.vu.nl/~griessen/

Contact person
Telephone
E-mail

prof.dr. R. Griessen
+31 20 598 7915
griessen@nat.vu.nl

Products

The metal-hydride switchable mirrors can be used in various applications:
1. Smart windows.
2. Switchable rear-view mirrors.
3. Smart warm water solar collectors.
4. Optic fibre hydrogen gas safety detectors.
The optical changes accompanying hydrogenation are exploited in HYDROGENOGRAPHY, a new optical high-throughput combinatorial technique that can
measure simultaneously the thermodynamic and kinetic properties of thousands
of different metal-alloy systems under the same conditions. This is important in
the search for new lightweight hydrogen storage materials and battery
electrodes.

Networks
˘

NWO / ACTS.

Projects
˘

Research is financed by the organisations / networks mentioned above.
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Wageningen UR Agrotechnology &
Food Innovations
Address
Postal code
Town
Website

Bornsesteeg 59
6708 PD
Wageningen
www.biohydrogen.nl

Contact person
Telephone
Fax
E-mail

Pieternel A.M. Claassen
+31 317 480 221
+31 317 483 011
pieternel.claassen@wur.nl

Products

Within the BU Bio-based Products, the concept ‘renewable resources for energy
carriers’ has led to intensive research on hydrogen production from biomass
using thermophilic bacteria. This approach has culminated in several projects
through which A+F has obtained a leading position in fermentative hydrogen
production. A+F has coordinated and participated in many (inter)national R&D
projects on non-thermal hydrogen production from biomass, production of liquid
biofuels and, in general, valorisation of biomass.

Organisation

Agrotechnology & Food Innovations (A+F) is the research institute within
the Agrotechnology and Food Sciences Group of Wageningen University and
Research Centre (Wageningen UR). A+F provides applied research to enable
rapid application of fundamental knowledge to the market. The Business Unit
‘Bio-based Products’ has a strong focus on the production of sustainable
materials, chemicals and energy carriers such as hydrogen, butanol and ethanol,
from primary streams of biomass and bio-residues.

Networks
˘
˘

The Netherlands Biohydrogen Network.
IEA Hydrogen Programme Task 21 ‘Biohydrogen’.

Projects
˘
˘
˘
˘
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EU FP6 IP ‘HYVOLUTION’, 2006-2011.
Biological Hydrogen Production 2000 – 2006.
EU FP5 project ‘BioHydrogen’, 2000 – 2003.
Biological Hydrogen Production, 1998 – 1999.
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